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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE:

Alice Bag Launches Kickstarter to Record Her Second
Album
Punk legend stays true to her DIY roots
Los Angeles – June 22, 2017 – Chicana punk icon, author, and feminist activist Alice Bag launched
a Kickstarter campaign to help fund the recording of a follow-up album to her successful 2016 debut,
‘Alice Bag’ (Don Giovanni Records). Stating that she is not a fan of corporate sponsorship for the
arts, “particularly when the artist is critical of the establishment,” Bag turned to the crowdfunding
model to support her latest work.
Bag is known as a musical trailblazer for leading the Bags, a band that emerged in 1977 at the
forefront of the emerging Los Angeles punk scene. In 1980, Bag appeared in the seminal
documentary on punk, The Decline of Western Civilization. Over her active, forty-year career in
music, Bag has been involved in several groundbreaking bands and genres, including the death
punk, all-female group Castration Squad, the queercore band Cholita (with performance artist
Vaginal Davis), and the Chicana punk feminist trio, Las Tres. In 2011, Feral House published Bag’s
memoir, Violence Girl: From East LA Rage to Hollywood Stage, A Chicana Punk Story, to critical
and public acclaim. In 2016, Bag released her self-titled debut, ‘Alice Bag’ on Don Giovanni
Records, which Pitchfork called “a revolutionary call to arms” and AllMusic described as
“excellent…diverse and deeply satisfying.”
Songs on Bag’s 2016 hard-hitting debut LP ranged from the melodic punk rock of ‘Little Hypocrite’
and ‘Modern Day Virgin Sacrifice’ (a critique of the effect of consumerism on the self-image of
women) to the girl-group throwback of ‘He’s So Sorry’, a harrowing portrait of domestic abuse.
Stereogum called Bag’s song ‘No Means No’ “an anti-rape anthem that also works as a catchy poppunk song.”
“Punk isn’t dead; it’s up to us to keep that spirit alive. Punk will be relevant as long as there is sh-t
that needs to be addressed,” Bag says. “There is nothing more important at this time in our history
than speaking truth to power, and music is my way of speaking truth,” Bag adds.
Find more details about Alice Bag’s Second Album Kickstarter here:
https://www.kickstarter.com/projects/alicebag/alice-bags-second-album
Hi-resolution press images can be found here:
https://www.flickr.com/photos/alicebag/albums/72157652288623372
Alice Bag’s website is alicebag.com and she is on social media: twitter handle @AliceBag,
Instagram handle @alice_bag. Find her on Facebook at facebook.com/alicebag

